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Allotment Newsletter
FROM ALLOTMENT OFFICERS
Welcome to our new issue of the Allotment Newsletter. Hope you are enjoying this lovely weather
and have been productive in cultivating your plots. Grass cutting by our contractor has been
scheduled to take place. If you have any issues, please do not hesitate to contact Allotment Officers.
We asked our allotment tenants to share their stories and photos of their plots and we received so
many lovely ones. Thank you so much for contributing to our newsletter. If you would like to be
featured in our next edition, please send us photos along with stories (e.g. gardening tips, unique
vegetables you are planning to grow). If you prefer to talk us through your stories, please contact
Allotment Officers and we would be more than happy to chat with you on the site. Now it’s time to
meet the team of fellow allotmenteers!

UPDATE AND TIPS FROM MANOR FIELDS
Meet David

Growing season

Homegrown veggies

David on his plot

My name is David. I have two plots on Manor Fields site. I took on my first plot about five years
ago. I caught the Allotment bug and took on a second plot a couple of years later. I have been
supported and guided by other plot holders and have learned much.
Last year I got my first polytunnel. Luckily no damage was caused after a small disaster involving
a gale which managed to move the tunnel quite a distance. I enjoyed a great season growing
Alicante tomatoes and long purple aubergines in it.
This year on my second plot I have erected a larger Dutch
Barn type (with consent from the Council). I am hoping to
grow some Asian vegetables such as Okra and bitter
gourds. Good news is that the seeds have taken.
I have carried out a trial of using aluminium bubble wrap
strips which have enabled me to maintain day time
temperatures of around 25 degrees Celsius. Green
energy at little cost. If I am successful I will share the
news in a later edition.

Allotment gardeners’ summer gathering
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Meet Kathryn
The cold spell has put things back a bit, hasn’t
it? But the promise is for the weather to warm
up so I’m madly sowing/planting, the potatoes
are a bit late going in – hoping they will catch up.
Once I’ve finished the renovation of my sad old
fruit cage I am really looking forward to getting a
decent fruit crop (most of it was lost last year to
the birds !!). I have two Hop vines in pots at
home waiting for cords to be put in place “Prima Donna” (dwarf) and “Challenger”. Hops
have so many uses besides brewing – herbal,
decorative and edible – the new shoots can be
steamed and eaten rather like asparagus. A
disappointingly unfruitful plum-cross had had its
final written warning last year, so that has been
taken out, leaving room for ‘something else’
(maybe another cherry?), another grape vine is
planned, a black raspberry & loganberry to move
into the fruit area from further down the plot and
strawberries that are currently in their ‘nursery
bed’ on a spare patch will be replanted in the
autumn – these young strawberries will be well
fed, any the flowers and runners pinched out so
that they put all their energy into building strong
crowns ready to fruit next year.
On the main part of the plot I’m planning for
more herbs and unusual/perennial
vegetables; Licquorice, Salsify, Skirret, Tree
Collard, Daubenton Kale, Chickpeas, Chia (for
seed), for instance –stuff you can’t pick up
cheaply in Lidl !!

on Plot.130 that I have recently taken over
adjacent to my current ones. It needs a really
‘deep clean & feed’ after being neglected for a
while, so I’m using that space for quick crops
and nitrogen fixers such as beetroot, potatoes,
broad beans, runners, etc and I will cover any
cleaned but empty space with green manures
such as clover.
On a similar
note, and
many of you
may already
be using
this, but I
was really
interested to
find a plant
supplement
:
Envii Deep Rooter. The blurb on the website
includes:
The application of Deep Rooter stimulates the
plant to grow longer, stronger, wider-spread
roots capable of accessing more nutrients and
water even when they are deeper in the soil.
Envii Deep Rooter combines a sophisticated
blend of natural plant extracts and nutrients
which give proven results and protect plants
from droughts.
and, always a help to us Plotters, lessen the
need for watering. I thought I would run a bit of
a trial on half rows to see if there is any
difference (not very scientific, I know).

The herbs I have at the moment are mainly
perennials or overwintered in the polytunnel:
Rosemary, Comfrey, Sage – Purple (best for
herbal use) and Green (best flavour for cooking,
I think), Lavender, Sweet Cicely, Arnica,
Elecampane (Inula helenium), Valerian, Parsley,
Tarragon, Marjoram, Thyme, Chives, Wild garlic,
Garlic Daffodils, Chamomile, Vietnamese
Coriander. I have a few trays in the greenhouse
at home with annual herbs sprouting – along
with a few tomatoes, chilli, aubergine and such
like ready to move into the polytunnel later on.

Kings Seeds have this on special offer at the
moment, if anyone is interested.

The first batch of various types of peas have
been started off – also at home, in lengths of
guttering – to beat the mice !! – as well as
making watering easier as I can’t get on the plot
each day. Once they are growing strongly it’s
an easy job to dig a shallow trench and slide
them out of the guttering. These will be put over

AND - it’s Dandelion Time !! A plea for this
lovely little flower –the flowers steeped in oil
make a wonderfully soothing massage oil for
tired achy muscles. The bees need that early
nectar too. Weeds can be Good – nettles as a
spring tonic, add to soups, leave a patch for
butterflies to lay their eggs, chickweed, cleavers
(stickyweed) all have their uses.

The same company market Feed and Protect,
which allegedly discourage molluscs by
changing slightly the taste of the leaves, safe for
pets and will not harm earth worms. I am trying
this on my non-food seedlings and Hostas,
Delphiniums, etc at home (although the
company does state that the change in ‘taste’ is
not discernible to humans, I’m not keen to eat
anything that has been ‘modified’).

Meet Care Support MK
We had a major task on our hands, we just didn’t
know it yet. Back in summer of 2017, sitting in a
meeting room at work, a member of the team
had just made an interesting suggestion as I
gazed out of the window toward the sunshine.
Why not set up an allotment? As a comment it
certainly could have seemed odd in our setting.
But how did this conversation even come about?
Let me explain.
In 2012, Care Support MK Ltd was ‘born’, a local
family-run company providing supported living to
vulnerable adults in the local community.
Gradually over the next few years we grew
steadily, gaining a respectable reputation with
our commissioners, service users and their
families. Our goal was relatively simple: provide
support to adults in their homes and in the
community. Do a good job, help them feel happy
and good about themselves, help them to live
fulfilling lives. But some of our clients over time
started expressing that they would like to not just
‘get out & about’, but also meet up with each
other socially within our support network. At the
same time, we started various projects with our
team to try and find ways to improve healthy
eating and physical activities, promoting healthy
lifestyles for the people we work with.
Until one sunny day in 2017. This one question,
‘why not an allotment?’,
rang in my ears. Why not
indeed? At first
consideration it seemed
to tick all the right boxes!
Integrating with local
community, opportunities
to meet up socially,
families invited to join in,
gentle physical activity
with a great sense of
achievement as they grow
foods they can then take
home and create beautiful healthy recipes with…
awesome!
Except… It takes a bit of work setting up an
allotment, doesn’t it??!! The Town Council team
overseeing Manor Fields Allotments were very
informative and helpful as we scoped for a plot
that was also close to bus routes, and were very
patient as we blundered our way through our
first autumn – we had missed most of the
planting period by a wide margin, but still put
effort into clearing the plot. Unfortunately the

member of staff who was going to run the project
was taken ill for several months, and this also
made the project quite challenging, but we
continued, albeit at a snail’s pace. (probably not
the safest analogy for an allotment article?)
Then came 2018 – the year of the Beast From
the East. Also the year of drought, heat and
dust. We began enthusiastically setting up the
plot as Spring turned, ready to present to our
service users – started some seeds in my
potting shed at home to protect them from the
bitter winds and cold, constructed a greenhouse,
tilled soil. Then, panicked as the welcome
warmth of May turned into the scorching heat
of… well, the rest of the year! We gave our
teams one mandate. Water everything! No need
to worry about any other job on the plot, just
make sure the plants survive! At the same time,
we had to carefully look after our clients and
staff needs, so we made sure they all knew to
bring plenty of
water,
sunscreen, and
not to linger
outdoors, so
short visits were
key to success
and a safe
balance for
health.
We also held an open day in July, based across
two locations – the now developing plot, and our
head office in Bletchley. Although a few visitors
unfortunately told us afterward they couldn’t find
the allotment, it was still a great day, and
culminated with a huge BBQ at our offices
complete with grilled sweetcorn picked fresh
from the plot that day, wonderful!
It was certainly a challenging start, but we hope
that this year will be an excellent one for our little
community project that wasn’t so little in the end!
We hope to run another open day this year, and
now over 20 service users receiving support, we
hope there will be more interest in the initiative.
TalkBack, part of Milton Keynes Council, has
also been very enthusiastic about the project,
and has signposted a couple of vulnerable
adults who want to find work, to join us for
workplace experience and skills building at the
allotment, we very much hope the project will
develop further.
Julia Frank, Care Support MK Ltd.

UPDATE AND TIPS FROM LARCH GROVE
Meet Ray
Hi, I'm Ray and have had allotments since 1974. but allow around 90cm to 100cm between
each, covering the ground with a weed
Every year is different and surprisingly, I am still suppressing membrane to help prevent weeds
taking hold. Or if you are growing blackberry,
learning even after all this time.
loganberry or tayberry. They need to be spaced
at least 180cm to 240cm between each other
Every year I grow potatoes, on average around
and trained along wires between posts at each
anything between fifteen and twenty different
varieties. Some old, some new. Experimenting is end of the rows. Once all are established, after
at least two years, when pruning back, cuttings
half the fun! Each row planted is around three
can be taken and grown on. It’s fun to see if
metres long with approximately ten to twelve
they take and an easy
tubers per row and around 60cm apart. Potatoes
way to increase stock.
take a lot of time, of which I do not have, so my
tip is to dig the ground, plant the tubers about 10
to 15cm deep, adding a handful of potato
fertiliser and compost and then earth up to make
a ridge another 15 to 22.5cm above. To just wait
for the shoots to appear and then repeating
earthing up is
very time
Everyone has failures,
consuming when
even me, but don't be
other vegetables
put off by this. Last year
need to be
was exceptionally hot and all my strawberry's
planted or sown.
failed. So this season I'm growing again in
raised troughs, but also in the traditional way
If you grow
as a bed on the ground, but planting through a
tomatoes as well
membrane that allows rain to pass through but
as potatoes,
prevents the earth/mud to splash the fruits as
both of these are susceptible to blight; spray
they ripen, but we will see!
with a 50:50 mix of copper fungicide and lime
(30 grams each) mixed into 5.0 litres of water
Each year I try to grow something different and
and spray over the foliage if blight is forecast.
this year it will be 'Serpent de Cecilia' a squash
Sign up to blightwatch.org and you will get
warnings of blight in your postcode area- it’s free that grows to around a metre long and needs
support like a trellis or a cane
too!
wig-wam.
If you like growing cabbages, broccoli or any of
the brassica family then protection from the
white cabbage butterfly is essential; make tents
using 'environmesh' to prevent their eggs being
laid onto the leaves and for them to enjoy
eating rather than you.
Onions, shallots and garlic
are easy to grow too. Plant
just below ground level, cover and give them a
feed and they will come up without too much
work. But keep them free of weeds. It’s getting
late but these can still give a good crop if
planted now.

If you are a keen gardener or allotmenteer, you
could save yourself some money by joining an
allotment association to obtain seeds,
composts and other money saving goods. One
such local one is WHGAA and their website is
www.whgaa.org and membership is cheap.

If you have an area available on your plot and
you like fruit, why not plant various fruit, red and
blackcurrant, or gooseberry bushes in a block,

My last tip, sort of, is keep the edges of your
plot straight and edged - it will even make a
slightly unkempt plot look better.

UPDATE AND TIPS FROM ORCHARDSIDE
Meet Lynn
Hello readers, my name is Lynn and I’m an allotment keeper at Orchardside Allotments. I’ve
been a plot holder now for 9 years on this site
but have previously allotment gardened for almost 20 years.
May is a busy month for allotment gardeners
as in most parts of the country the soil is really
starting to warm up and any seeds already
planted will be starting to grow with vigour now.
But…. this also means the dreaded weeds will
be starting to grow with speed so now is the
time to get the hoe, hand trowel and kneeling
pad out and get those weeds out before they
start to set seed and take over your plot.
Weeding is an essential (and alas never ending) job for any allotment holder. Make it part
of your weekly routine, it will be worth it – I
promise! Remember though, NO perennial
weeds in your compost bins or piles, they will
just take root and carry on growing! Dispose of
them in your green garden waste bins at home
or take them to the local council tips.
May also
means lots of
seed sowing.
A job I really
look forward
to as to me it
means the
real beginning
of the growing
season. Here is a guide to what can be sow
this month.
Outside
French, runner and broad beans,
mangetout & podding peas. But still
think about sowing in modules/pots if
you have trouble with slugs/mice etc
Maincrop sowings of root crops carrots, beetroot, leeks, radishes,
turnips etc
Herbs including parsley, coriander and
others
Swiss chard & leaf beet
All the brassicas can still be sown this
month for over wintering - kale, summer
and winter cabbages, brussels sprouts,

purple sprouting broccoli, calabrese and
cauliflowers
Keep sowing salads, especially lettuce &
rocket if you like it, regularly. Much better
a small sowing every 2-3 weeks than a
huge patch that bolts before you can eat
it
Early sowings of fennel – if you have
trouble with it bolting, wait until mid-June
Sweetcorn – but only sow direct if the
weather, and soil, are warm, otherwise
start it off in modules or small pots.
In trays or pots somewhere warm such as a
sunny window sill, conservatory or poly
tunnel/greenhouse
Brassicas
French, runner and broad beans, all ty
Sweetcorn
Courgettes, squashes, cucumbers and
melons - ideally best sown by the end of
May
Summer salad.
Basil & coriander
plant out summer crops (tomatoes,
peppers etc) started indoors once you're
certain night time temperatures won't fall
too low.
Remember we can still get quite hard frost up to
mid May so if you have potatoes planted that
are showing leaves make sure to earth them up
to protect them. If you have young plants already in your green house or poly tunnel give
them a bit of extra protection with fleece or straw
to keep them warm as safe. There is nothing
more disheartening than seeing your lovely
plants blackened and wilted by frost damage.

Meet Alan
Alan is definitely one of the best new plot holders this year. He took his tenancy only at the end of
November but he transformed the plot into a green paradise. He is currently growing:
broad beans, runner beans, french beans, kohlrabi, spinach, parsnip, sweet corns, potatoes,
celery, brussels sprout, cauliflower, cabbage, courgettes, lettuce, two types of tomatoes,
cucumber, sweet peppers and the list goes on.
We asked Alan for tips to transform the empty plot into an incredible edible garden and his answer
was to do the hard work first. Soil condition was not the best when he took his tenancy and he had
to make seven trips to the tip before starting anything. Look at his dedication!

FROM ACROSS THE SITES
Allotment sites are all looking very green!

COMMUNITY ORCHARD
Have you walked in the Community Orchard recently? The Council has planted five new fruit
trees donated by our former tenant.

SEASONAL RECIPES
Why not use your produce to cook some easy and delicious dishes? (Source: BBC Good Food)

Asparagus & New Potato
Frittata
Ingredients
200g new potatoes, quartered
100g asparagus tips

Rhubarb crumble
Ingredients
500g rhubarb, chopped into chunks the length of
your thumb
100g golden caster sugar
3 tbsp port (optional)

1 tbsp olive oil

For the crumble topping

1 onion, finely chopped
6 eggs, beaten

140g self-raising flour
85g butter, chilled

40g cheddar, grated

50g light brown muscovado sugar

rocket or mixed leaves, to serve

Method
● Heat the grill to high. Put the potatoes in a
pan of cold salted water and bring to the boil.
Once boiling, cook for 4-5 mins until nearly
tender, then add the asparagus for a final 1
min. Drain.
● Meanwhile, heat the oil in an ovenproof frying
pan and add the onion. Cook for about 8
mins until softened.
● Mix the eggs with half the cheese in a jug
and season well. Pour over the onion in the
pan, then scatter over the asparagus and
potatoes. Top with the remaining cheese and
put under the grill for 5 mins or until golden
and cooked through. Cut into wedges and
serve from the pan with salad.

50g chopped walnuts (optional)

Method
● Tip 500g thumb-length chunks of rhubarb into
a saucepan with 100g golden caster sugar
and 3 tbsp port, if using.
● Cover and simmer on a very low heat for 15
mins, adding more sugar if you want. When
soft (but still holding its shape) and sweet
enough, pour the rhubarb into a medium
baking dish.
● Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6.
● To make the topping, rub 140g self-raising
flour and 85g chilled butter together with your
fingers until you have a soft, crumbly topping.
● Now add 50g light brown muscovado sugar
and 50g chopped walnuts, if using. Mix
together with your hands.
● Scatter the topping over the rhubarb and bake
for 30 mins or until golden brown on top.
● Serve piping hot with a big jug of thick vanilla
custard. Refer to the tip for a recipe.

SEASONAL JOBS TO DO
May

Sources: Thompson & Morgan

The days are getting warmer and longer and it is
time to:

June

•Continue to earth up potato plants as they
grow.

• Continue to earth up potatoes.

• Keep the compost of newly planted container
potatoes moist, but take care not to overwater,
• Harvest asparagus spears when they are no
as this compacts the soil, squeezing out the
more than 18 cm tall.
oxygen, and prevents the developing tubers
• Thin out direct-sown vegetables such as spinach, from swelling.
carrot and lettuce seedlings, then water the rows
well.
• Pinch out any side shoots from your tomato
plants. You can pot these up to create new
• Harden off outdoor tomatoes, courgettes and
tomato plants. Start to feed once the first truss
pumpkins for planting early next month.
is setting fruit.
• Protect carrots from carrot fly by covering with
horticultural fleece or enviromesh.
• Pinch out the growing points of broad beans as
soon as beans start to appear at the base of the
plant to reduce the risk of blackfly attack.

• Harvest salad crops, and resow every 2
weeks for a constant supply of tasty leaves.
• When planting out cabbages, use brassica
collars to prevent cabbage root fly attack.

• Weed around your onions and garlic to reduce
• Harvest early potatoes - these are normally
competition for nutrients and water. Apply an onion ready about 10 weeks after planting.
fertiliser to boost growth.
• Keep an eye on your onion and garlic. When
• Make supports for your runner beans, using 8 ft
the leaves start to yellow and die back, they’re
(2.4 m) bamboo canes.
ready to harvest.
• Support pea plants with twiggy sticks or pea
• If you haven't already, harden off and plant
netting.
tender vegetables such as courgettes, squash,
• Keep on top of weeding - weeds will compete for tomatoes and sweet corn.
precious water, light and nutrients.
• Protect crops from carrot fly by covering with
horticultural fleece.

FUTURE OF
THE ALLOTMENT TENANTS MEETING
We had the Allotment Tenants Meeting on 12 February 2019 at Bletchley Library. It was nice to talk
to tenants in an informal setting, get feedback and let everyone know what the Council has been
doing on the allotment sites. One of the items discussed was the future of the Allotment Tenants
Meeting. Tenants were asked for some ideas about how our meetings should function in the future
and Officers suggested holding them three times a year on site during the day and perhaps one
evening in summer. Attendees generally liked the idea of holding the meeting on the site and it was
decided that we will hold the meeting on the site, circulating amongst the three sites.
Next meeting will take place on the site during the day. Time, date and venue will be confirmed in
due course. Please check our noticeboards, website and social media to check the latest news.

